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A brilliant no nonsense profile of the criminal mind newly updated in 2022 to include the latest
research effective methods for dealing with hardened criminals and an urgent call to rethink
criminal justice from expert witness Stanton E. John Douglas author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Mind HunterLong held myths defining the sources of and remedies for crime are
shattered in this groundbreaking bookand a chilling profile of todays criminal emerges. In 2014
armed withthirtyyears of additional knowledge and insight Samenow explored the subject afresh
explaining criminals thought patterns in the new millennium such as those that lead to domestic
violenceinternet victimization and terrorism. Since then thearenas of criminal behavior have
expandedeven further demandingthis newlyupdated version which includes an exploration of social
media as a vehicle for criminal conduct new pharmaceutical influences and the impact of the opioid
crisis recent genetic and biological research into whether some people are wired to become
criminals new findings on the effectiveness of cognitive behavioral therapy and a fresh take on
criminal justice reform. Samenow a brilliant no nonsense profile of the criminal mind updated to
include new influences and effective methods for dealing with hardened criminals Inside the
Criminal Mind (Newly Revised Edition): Revised and Updated Edition As a non typical therapist and
a martial artist this book was recommended to me and is well worth the money. 0804139903 I think
its a comprehensive account of the criminal mind but I am wondering if by criminal he is referring to
Psychopathy or Anti Social Behaviour disorders which are very similar to the descriptions in this
book. I'm also dubious about the way in which he describes drug use some of the information I feel
was not written from experience whic will be clear to anyone that has experience in this field. He is
very unforgiving to those that suffer with addiction as a disease he implies that this idea does not
exist and that someone with a criminal mind will take advantage of this theoryBut all in all worth
reading however I think he should have seen the similarities between Psychopathy and The criminal
mind and confronted the differences somewhere within the book. 0804139903 While a fascinating
book about the thinking that characterizes the criminal mind and how a changing in thinking is the
only way to change criminal behavior all by itself this book's great value for everyone is to help
identify errors in our very own thinking so that we can have a better opportunity to improve
ourselves and our lives by first identifiying and then not falling into related kinds of thinking errors.
0804139903 Along with the Gift of Fear and Games Criminals Play this book give valuable support
information for compling documents for publishing or for reference within the british judicial
system. Utterly compelling reading full of raw insight into the dark mind of the criminal: In 1984
Stanton Samenow changed the way we think about the workings of the criminal mind with a
revolutionary approach to habilitation. Throughout we learn from Samenows five decades of
experience how truly vital it is to know who the criminals are and how theythink: If equipped with
that crucial understanding we can reach reasonable compassionate and effective solutions: The book
itself is great I just started reading it and it was worth buying it, However it is American and you will
need to de cipher every page to understand the message wich is not that hard just a bit off putting at



times. Samenow Ph.D.From expert witness Dr. Stanton E. 0804139903 Item arrived fast in good
condition. 0804139903.


